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SUMMARY
NASA Contract, NSR 37-004-009, Amendments 2 and 3, set
forth the requirement (in Article II) for an annual report of
contract performance by the Technology Use Studies Center
(TUSC).
Chapter I of this report provides information about the
"clients" who are served by TUSC. An update of clientele
information was included in the 1971 TUSC Annual Report.
Such information answers an important question; i.e., who is
receiving benefits from the NASA data bank as provided by the
TUSC services? Therefore, the practice of including clientele
information will be continued using a similar format of the
previous year's report.
Three Quarterly Status Reports, QSR#26, QSR#27, and
QSR#28, provide a record of TUSC's accomplishments during
the contract year except for the last two months; however,
functions and activities of the Center during April and May,
1972, are included in this report. As previously stated in
an earlier report, the calendar year reporting system (for
the quarterly status of TUSC) helps to maintain reporting
continuity. Also, "year by year" and "quarter by quarter"
comparisons are valid indicators of the level of technology
utilization and dissemination services of the TUSC.
Chapters II, III, and IV that follow, provide specific
information concerning TUSC's accomplishment of the Statement
of Work set forth in Article I of the contract; namely,
Dissemination and Assistance, Faculty Information Service,
and Cooperation with Other Agencies.
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CHAPTER I
TUSC CLIENTELE INFORMATION
A TUSC "client" as defined in previous annual reports
is either a firm, agency, or an individual with whom the
Center has had an effective interchange. In other words, a
client is anyone who has requested (and received) information
or services of TUSC.
Additional client information, using the format of
previous annual reports is included in Tables I - VI that
are shown on the following pages.
In Tables I, IV, and VI, clients are identified as Firms,
Individuals, and Special. The first two categories are self-
explanatory, but Special clients are research organizations
and various governmental agencies. Notable in this regard is
^
the Small Business Administration (SBA) for which 79 searches
were completed. The significance of this comment is that
TUSC is reporting that only one client was served; however,
recipients of the service are actually several small business
firms (approximately 50). TUSC continues to have an outstanding
Lee B. Zink, Technology Utilization iro a Non-Urban Region;
The First Four Years of an Experiment (Duramt, Oklahoma: Tech-
nology Use Studies Center, Southeastern State College, 1968),
p. 16. .
interchange relationship with the SBA. The NASA/SBA TU
partnership arrangement, as viewed by this Center, is most
favorable; and we believe that such cooperation should be
encouraged at the highest levels.
TABLE I
NUMBER OF TUSC CLIENTS BY CLASSIFICATION AND YEAR.
Year Firms Special* Individuals
1964 9
1965 21 . . -- 8
1966 58 — 19
1967 77 — 29
1968 99 10 68
1969 133 19 100
1970 154 35 136
1971 165 37 176
1972* 170 41 207
*Includes only the period from January 1, 1972-May 31, 1972.
TABLE II
TUSC CLIENT FIRMS, BY NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
Number of Employees Number of Firms
Below 25 95
25-49 22
50-99 24
100-249 11
250-499 . 9
500 and over 9
TOTAL • 170
TABLE III
COMPOSITION OF TUSC CLIENT FIRMS, BY TYPE OF FIRM
Item
Services
Mining
Manu f ac t ur in g
TOTAL
Number
39
3
128
170
TABLE IV
TUSC CLIENTS BY GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION
Oklahoma Project Area
(19 counties)
Remainder of Oklahoma
Texas Project Area
(15 counties)
Remainder of Texas
Other States
TOTAL
Firms
102
46
5
8
8
170
Individuals
147
27
16
8
9
207
Special
24
9
1
4
_3_
41
NOTE: A map of TUSC's Project Area is included in Appendix A.
TABLE V
MANUFACTURING FIRMS BY SIC CLASSIFICATION*
Two Digit SIC Number of
Classification Clients
13
19
20
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas
Ordnance and Accessories
Food and Kindred Products
Textile Mill Products
Apparel and Other Finished Products
Made from Fabrics and Similar Materials
Lumber and Wood Products, except Furniture
Furniture and Fixtures
Paper and Allied Products
Printing, Publishing and Allied Products
Chemical and Allied Products
Petroleum Refining and Related Industries
Rubber and Miscellaneous Plastic Products
Leather and Leather Products
Stone, Clay and Glass Products
Primary Metal Industries
Fabricated Metal Products, except Ordnance,
Machinery and Transportation Equipment
Machinery, except Electrical
Electrical Machinery, Equipment and Supplies
Transportation Equipment
Professional, Scientific and Controlling
Instruments: Photographic and Optical Goods;
Watches and Clocks
Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries
2
0
7
1
4
5
4
3
2
4
4
10
1
12
3
20
32
12
11
9
13
*Total will not equal 128 because some firms have
more than one manufacturing classification.
TABLE VI
RECIPIENTS OF TUSC SERVICE
Classification Number of Number of
of Recipient Recipients Searches
Firms 170 359
Individuals:
Southeastern State College 94 133
East Central State College 8 18
Oklahoma State University 7 16
University of Oklahoma 4 19
Other Oklahoma Colleges 8 32
Texas Colleges 13 18
Other Colleges 4 4
Other Individuals 69 89
Special 41 186
TOTAL 418 874
NOTE: All requests are included in the "Number of Searches"
column (including general or non-technical information
requests); therefore, the total number of searches
reflected in this table will not coincide with the
total number of searches as reported in Appendix B.
CHAPTER II
DISSEMINATION AND ASSISTANCE
...dissemination and assistance service
shall be .provided in a manner designed to
bring about the utilization of NASA-
generated technology by recipients and to
' promote a better understanding of the
process by which such technology is made
available...(Statement of Work, NASr-009)
The most reliable measurement of Dissemination and
Assistance service by TUSC is the Center's quarterly record
of search requests and history related thereto. With respect
to searches completed (information dissemination), the fol-
lowing chart indicates graphically the Center's accomplishment
during the contract year in comparison to the previous year.
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TUSC PERFORMANCE CHART
Contract Year
218 Searches
Contract Year
115 Searches
i I
Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul
1970 1971 1972
Based on the number of total completed searches, the
following .chart is a dissemination and assistance trend
indicator for TUSC from January 1967 to June 1972. The Center
began a numerical accounting of "searches" in the latter part
of 1966.
i ' •
SEARCH HISTORY AND ACCOMPLISHMENT
BY TUSC PER CALENDAR YEAR
SEARCHES
1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972
8During the contract year 218 searches were completed'—
a 90% increase in the Center's dissemination/assistance effort
over that of the previous year. Therefore, TUSC's annual
report hereby verifies the onward and upward trend of TU
services mentioned in recent Quarterly Status Reports.
The Search History and Accomplishment chart on the
preceding page shows that the average number of searches com-
pleted each year is approximately 130. However, the Center
has processed searches at the rate of approximately 160
searches per year since January 1970. Moreover, for the 12-
month period ending June 30, 1972, TUSC estimates that 234
searches will have been completed.
A very important aspect of the search liistory data is
the fact that the increase in TUSC services has occurred
during an austere time-period. For example, calendar year
1969 appears to be (and was) one of the most effective periods
for information dissemination, but the primary reason for it
is the fact that the number of field service personnel used
exceeded that of any other time-period reported. The favor-
able accomplishment trend shown for 1969 also includes TUSC
search efforts supporting the Oklahoma State Technical
Services (STS) representative and his related field service
activities. The STS function has not been funded, at this
institution, since 1969. Since January 1970, TUSC has
functioned with less than one-half the field service personnel
available in 1969.
The same comparison, concerning dollars expended versus
information dissemination, can be made to show improved cash
efficiency since January 1970; i.e., more searches accomplished
(information dissemination) with fewer dollars expended.
How has TUSC been able to improve Dissemination and
Assistance efficiency during a period of austerity?
1. Cooperation with the SBA.
2. Indoctrination efforts wherein TU benefits
have been made known to college/university
faculty and students.
3. Belated client contacts that have resulted
from earlier publications, seminars, meetings,
and other informative briefings about NASA's
TU program.
4. Continued efforts by NASA, TUSC, and others
to emphasize the value of Technology
Utilization (see TUSC News Bulletin,
Appendix C).
5. Last, but not least, TUSC developed a new
philosophy — a salesman philosophy; i.e.,
clients are approached individually to
learn of their need and then extend a
service. This service may involve a
referral to some other source, but the
main idea is for TUSC clients to know that
the Center functions to help solve problems.
10
The TUSC Experiment has taught the Center personnel one
very important lesson concerning information dissemination.
It is a natural inclination for one to expect immediate
results from a contact with a potential client or from a
presentation to a formal gathering. Moreover/ such expec-
tation is present even though experience has shown that there
are "built-in" constraints which can and often do disappoint
anyone expecting immediate results.
 ;
For example, if a firm or individual is operating "in
the black"; i.e., no pressing problems in sales or production
when a presentation about the NASA Information Dissemination
program is given, it is not likely that a major technical
problem or need for information exists. However, a technical
problem may arise months or even years after hearing the
"NASA/TUSC Story"—new materials, products, methods, or even
new laws may highlight a problem. Contacts by clients in
such instances are not unusual—first-time queries have been
made by clients four years after first becoming acquainted
with the TU program.
A case in point is Search 730 which concerns a request
for information on how to assure positive flow of a vegetable
oil that is used in peanut butter. A given amount of oil is
ejected into containers of peanut butter, but the oil in the
line tends to thicken due to rapid lowering of temperature.
Because of this problem/ a company supervisor who had heard
of TUSC three years ago at a seminar in Sherman, Texas,
11
inquired by telephone about information which might be
available .that would help solve the problem.
One of the most exciting prospects for use of the NASA
Information Dissemination system concerns Search 754, "Can
people be taught to be effective communicators?" and Search
755, "What are the principles of technical writing?" The
background on these searches relates to the development of a
new series of graduate-level degree programs expected to be
offered by the Southeastern Oklahoma State College. Specific
proposals have been submitted to the coordination and govern-
mental boards of control. If these programs are approved as
expected, the presence of the NASA Center on the campus of
Southeastern Oklahoma State College will have had a far-
reaching impact on the growth and development of the Oklahoma
State System of Higher Education.
TUSC strongly believes that the public is gaining more
appreciation and holds to a much higher awareness value of
the NASA data bank and scientific/technical information
contained therein. One of the most recent examples of not
only information dissemination but technology transfer
resulted from a TUSC field trip and visit with a highly
sophisticated fish-farm operation in Whitewright, Texas. The
NASA data that has a direct application concerns water recy-
cling systems and purification. As reported in QSR #28, the
owner states that NASA data bank information saved him $29,000
—the cost of equipment that he does not need. The NASA
12
information provided an alternate and less expensive method
of increasing water oxygen levels. An early indication of
the economic impact of this "fish farm" became known in
May 1972. The owner stated that he visited a large food
distribution firm in Dallas, Texas, and returned with a
$2.6 million dollar, one-year contract that provided for the
purchase of channel catfish.
For a chronological listing of searches accomplished
by the Center during the contract year see Appendix B. Also,
Appendix D contains "Transfer and Impact" reports related to
NASA data bank information and services rendered through
TUSC.
CHAPTER III
FACULTY SERVICE INFORMATION
Table VI in Chapter I (page 6) provides statistical
information about the recipients of TUSC service. Included
therein are institutions of higher education, but the data
reflects the total effects of the Center's efforts in infor-
mation dissemination; i.e., prior years as well as the
current contract year.
Almost 50% of the total, search effort discussed in
Chapter II (ref. page 9) was in support of a faculty member
or student request. The Center personnel have made special
efforts to indoctrinate on-campus students and faculty
members; a "NASA/TUSC Story" type of briefing has been given
on several occasions. One indoctrination approach has been
to invite classes to meet in the Center's technical library
for demonstration sessions on information retrieval. Also,
NASA films on the TU program have been shown to students and
their professors in the classroom. As a result of this effort
more interest has been shown in the technical library than
ever before. It is not uncommon for students to conduct
searches for themselves; and because of this, it is a safe
assumption to conclude that valuable information dissemination
has occurred but is not documented. Students are being
13 .
14
encouraged to use TUSC's library as routinely as the campus
library—also, they are encourage to tell other students and
"hometown" acquaintances about the service. The Aviation
students continue to be some of TUSC's best "customers" due
to their obvious interests in aerospace topics. The Venus
Space Probe and others have stimulated unusually high levels
of faculty/student interest. Also, the Home Economics stu-
dents have researched the various NASA documents on nutrition
and foods used in spaceflight.
Faculty and students of Oklahoma University utilized
NASA data bank information to a higher degree than at any
previous time.
As reported in QSR #28, one of the best examples of NASA
Technology Utilization for educational purposes was the
economical construction of a radio telescope system here at
Southeastern State College. NASA SP-5080 which discusses
automatic picture-transmission (APT) systems provided the
basic information needed for constructing the radio telescope.
By using used TV parts and other equipment from the Physical
Sciences Department and Electronics Lab, equipment costs for
building the radio telescope were only $115.00. The UHF
antenna and a preamplifier were the only two items that had
to be procured off-campus. A regular four-semester-hour
course is being offered in radio astronomy using the above
mentioned radio telescope and a standard Digital Equipment
Corporation computer for data acquisition. A block diagram
of the radio telescope system is shown on the following page.
15
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CHAPTER IV
COOPERATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES
TUSC's involvement and cooperation with agencies,
institutions, and organizations that promote economic and
technological development of the region is a continuing
responsibility of the Center—the task is specified as a
statement of work (ref. Article I, par. D, NASr-009).
Small Business Administration
As mentioned earlier in this report and in Quarterly
Status Reports throughout the contract year, the TU programs
of SBA and NASA, working in concert, are a highlight of
cooperative efforts. This Center enjoys a relationship with
the Regional SBA personnel seldom achieved in either an inter-
or intra-organizational coordination of working relations,
goals, and accomplishments.
On October 7, 1971, Southeastern State College served as
host for a Community Development Seminar and Workshop spon-
sored by the SBA. In welcoming visitors during the noon
luncheon, the College President explained the function of
TUSC and discussed the TU program and NASA data bank infor-
mation available through the Center. Representatives at the
meeting were personnel from: City and State Chambers of
16
17
Commerce, State of Oklahoma Office of Comnrasnity Affairs and
Planning, ..Oklahoma Industrial Development and Park Department,
Southern Oklahoma Development Association(SODA), Economic
Development Administration, SBA, industry and college
representatives.
Oklahoma Aeronautics Commission
TUSC personnel continue to serve in an advisory capacity
to the Governor's Aerospace Education Committee. This Com-
mittee actively works to stimulate aerospace education at all
levels of education in Oklahoma. Plans have been developed
for another Teachers Workshop during the 1972 Summer Term.
Department of Labor
TUSC assisted Department of Labor Representatives in
researching possible uses of the EdAids device (Transfer 161)
for multi-media, mobile-team teaching methods. Although the
EdAids device could not be made available to meet the training
schedule, the cooperative effort was fruitful in that the
Center provided information useful to the Community Health
Service Training Cluster. This program has been expanded to
include the training of dental assistants, medical record
assistants, and day-care specialists. The Center looks
forward to a higher level of utilization of the NASA aerospace
medical information in connection with this training program.
APPENDIX A
TUSC PROJECT AREA
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APPENDIX B
SUMMARY CHARACTERISTICS OF TUSC TECHNICAL SEARCHES
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Published by TECHNOLOGY USE STUDIES CENTER
Southeastern State College, Durant, Oklahoma
Code 405/924-0121,Ext. 2517
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
To tpeed the use of knowledge: » coopera-
tive effort of the L'niverjity of Oklahoma.
Oklahoou State L'ni»miry, and South-
eastern Stite College.
The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and the Small Busi-
ness Administration (SBA) have cooperative
programs for Technology Utilization. Both
SBA and NASA have been directed by Congress
to seek ways and means for making multiple
applications of the results of aerospace
research and development. Such use of
technology will earn for the public an
increased return on aerospace investments.
NASA sponsors the Technology Use
Studies Center (TUSC) and six other Re-
gional Dissemination Centers to help
potential users of new technology obtain
information appropriate to their need.
Each Center is located at a university
or non-profit research institute thereby
forming a Goverranent-university-industry
partnership established for the purpose
of serving the public.
The objective of NASA's Technology
Utilization Program is to assure that
may have ready access to scientific
and technical information derived from
the nation's aerospace effort. The
various. locations of the Regional Dis-
semination Cs.-.ters are shov/n on the map
below—thousands of documents and re-
ports are stored in the NASA data bank,
and they are available for the asking\
A variety of devices, materials, pro-
cesses and techniques developed for
space purposes can be adapted and/or
modified for non-space uses. Many aero-
space medical applications have direct
non-space applications.
If further information is desired
regarding any of^the services of TUSC,
call or write using above letterhead
information for telephone number and/
or address. SBA information can be
obtained by vrriiing: Small Business
Administration, 1100 Commerce Street,
Dallas, TX 75202.
REGIONAL DISSEMINATION CENTERS
MDUMO.
SOUTHEAST!!?*
ST. COIAESE
H.C. sa i
TEW. Ki. CTL
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U. S. GOVERNMENT
SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
REGION VI
UOO COMMERCE STREET
DALLAS, TEXAS 75202
2U-749-2218
May 17, 1972
Mr. Augie Moore
Technology Use Studies Center
Southeastern State College
Durant, Oklahoma 74701
Dear Augie:
We are enclosing a copy of one case report and complimentary letter
resulting from information furnished to Technology Utilization clients
by this office. A TUSC search was a part of the information furnished.
Thanks again for your part in making the Technology Utilization Program
a success in our area.
Sincerely,
••V
Jo / _,„--' -'% ^ <-
- S. Charles Pierce
Technology Utilization Officer
Enclosures
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REPORT OF PMA ASSISTANCE TO
SMALL BUSINESS CONCERNS
Instructions: Forward original to Deputy Administrator,
Procurement and Management Assistance,
Washington, D. C. 20416
Date:
May 15, 1972
Name and Address of Concern: (im-.liulr /.IP mar)
Richard Mazak, Ph.D.
Austin Science Associates, Inc.
P.O. Box 7728
Austin, Texas 78712
CASE #032-16 - 032-17 - 032-18
Description of SBA Assistance .
Concact made through plant visit.
Case #032-16, Dr. Mazak requested information on various types of degradable
polymers in any solvent or environment. -
Case #032-17, Dr. Mazak desired information on electron detection systems such
as LEED (low energy electron detection), Augjer, etc., mainly electron detectors.
Case #032-18, Dr. Mazak desired information on radiation detectors, especially
proportional counters and geiger counters.
Specific Benefit to Concern
On Case #032-16. TUO forwarded the following informatiom
1. TUSC Search of 11 abstracts on subject.
• 2. Also from TUSC an article from Modern Plastics Encyclopedia entitled
"Polyvinyl alcohol fibers - structure of polymers" taken from Society of
Plastics Engineers, 26th Annual Technical Conference, May 6-10, 1968.
3. A transmittal letter to TUO from Mrs. Ruth Murray, Rubber Division
Literature Chemist, Library and Information Service, University of Akron
attaching the following:
• a. listing of bibliographies, b. listing of bulletins.
c. information as to available services by the Library & Information Service
Savings to Government, If Any (Be Specific)
NA
Other Benefits to Government
NA
FROM:
Robert L. Pou, Jr.
Chief, Procurement & Management Assistanc
Region VI, Dallas
SIGNATURE OF SBA REPRESENTATIVE
J ,L .^^ .,-;C^ /,-:-'•-
S. Charles Pierce
TUO,PMA Division
Page 2
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Dr. Richard Mazak
Austin Science Associates, Inc.
Austin, Texas
Cases #032-16 and 032-17
Case #032-17, TUO forwarded the following information:
1. FroraJTUS_C_ '
a. 21 abstracts on subject.
b. NASA Tech Brief 65-10213 entitled "Multiaxial Analyzer D-etects Low-Energy
Electrons."
2. From NTIS
a. Search report on "Electron Detection Systems"
b. NASA Tech Brief SB-5943 entitled "Testing Methods and Techniques - Testing
Electrical and Electronic Devices"
.Case #032-18, TUO forwarded the following information:
1. From NTIS
a. 100 citations on subject.
2. From TUSC . • . •
a. A.EC-NASA Tech Brief 69-10286 entitled "Automatic Bird Watcher"
. * b. .NASA TB 69-10/V75 "Life Detection"
c. NASA TB 69—30011 ."Nondispersive X-ray Snissicn Analysis for Gccchsmical
Exploration" - • .
d. NASA TB 70-10168 "Reduction of Background in an X-*ray Proportional Counter"
e. NASA TB 66-10555 "A Fast-Neutron Spectrometer of Mvanced Design"
f. TUSC search of 42 abstracts on subject.
Copy of complimentary letter attached.
Science ^*f66ociate6,
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BEE CAVES AT WEST LOOP
P.O.BOX 7728
AUSTIN. TEXAS 78712
AREA CODE 312 - 327-1297^
May 10th, 1972
Mr. Robert L. Pou, Jr.
Chief, Procurement and Management
Assistance Division
U. So Government :
Small Business Administration
Region VI
1100 Commerce Street,
Dallas, Texas 75202
Dear Mr. Pou:
Once again Mr. Pierce supplied the requested
information promptly and efficiently. The information
was pertinent and useful^  - -
The Technology Program is very useful for us.
It has saved us much time and effort.
Sincerely,
. a.
.......,, ' . _. . Dr. :
Vice
RAM/em
r. R. A. Masiak,
i  President
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Southeastern State College
Durant, Oklahoma 74701
April 283 1972
Dr. C. Henry Gold
Technology Use Studies Center
Southeastern State College
Durant, Oklahoma 74701
Dear Dr. Gold:
Our College Radio Telescope was constructed primarily as a teaching
aid for students interested in both optical and radio astronomy. A. regular
four-semester-hour course was arranged and oriented to radio astronomy,
using facilities and equipment built locally. The program is completely
operated by undergraduate students who undertook the assignment of mapping
the radio sky within the coordinates of +45° to -45° and R.A. of 5 hr. to
10 hr. at 220 MHz. The small area is necessary as the student workers are
involved in other projects and their time is limited.
Attachments hereto provide specific information about the construction
of the radio telescope and its effectiveness; i.e., Attachment 1 is a block
diagram-of the systems that make up the radio telescope. Attachment 2 is
a star chart, countour map of the area scanned. Plotted thereon is a dashed
line that represents the galactic equator; also plotted are the areas of
strongest reception. Attachment 3 is a star chart with shaded areas indi-
cating signal intensity. The areas marked with diagonal lines represent
strongest reception, areas marked with Roman Numeral II represent areas of
medium reception, and Roman Numeral I indicates areas of weakest reception.
The radio telescope was constructed at a cost of $115.00. Except for
a preamplifier and a UHF antenna, used TV parts and other equipment from
the Electronics Lab and Physical Sciences Department were used in the
construction of this equipment. All the basic information necessary to
build it was obtained from the NASA data bank as provided by the TUSC
services. Our equipment is smaller and it is lower in sensitivity than
equipment described in the Tech Briefs, but it is identical in purpose.
The most useful NASA information to us concerns the avoidance of
complex and costly equipment. TUSC furnished information that was a most
helpful and useful guideline for effectively constructing an efficient and
inexpensive radio telescope.
45
Dr. C. Henry Gold _2- April 28, 1972
Future plans for the use of this equipment inclmde:
1. Moon bouncing of R.F. signals using a EflSER.
2. Study of molecular changes in quartz cirjstals at high :
frequencies.
These two new programs are presently under research at the TUSC Library.
One very important .note is the fact that most campus libraries have
a very limited amount of technical material in new areas of research.
Without the TUSC Library, the Radio Astronomy Program and the two new
programs mentioned above would not exist on this campus,. The TUSC Library
is most useful and highly beneficial to students intCT-ested in research
and advanced methods of technology — especially in Pl^ s^ cs and Electronics .
Sincerely.,
Larry Huggies
Student Coordinator
LH:ca
Attachments
Attachment 1
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Attachment 2. Star Chart Contour Map
SYMBOLS
O BUN.
C MOON.
MERCUHV.
VENUS.
MARS.
JUPITER.
SATURN.
URANUS.
NEPTUNE.,
Attachment 2. Star Chart Indicating Signal Intensity
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U. S. GOVERNMENT
SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
R E G I O N V I
1100 COMMERCE STREET
DALLAS, T E X A S 75202
214-749-2218
March 21, 1972
Mr. Augie Moore
Technology Use Studies Center
Southeastern State College
Durant, Oklahoma 74701
Dear Augie:
Enclosed are copies of three Case Reports and complimentary
letters resulting from information furnished to Technology
Utilization clients by this office. A TUSC searcih was a part of the
information furnished in each case.
I thought you might also be interested to know wfeatt information
other than TUSC searches, we furnish to the requestor. Thanks again
for your part in making the Technology Utilization Program a success
in our area.
Sincerely, ,..-"V
S. Charles Pierce
Technology Utilization Officer
Enclosures
REPORT OF f'MA ASSISTANCE TO
SMALL BUSINESS CONCERNS
Instructions:
Forward original to Associate Administrator,
Procurement and Management Assistance,
Washington. D. C. 20416
Oate;
March 21, 1972
Numc and Add re:.', of Concern: (in<-l,,,l.- 7,11' <•<„!,•)
J. H. Rice
Oklahoma Aerotroriics, Inc.
632 Pennsylvania Avenue
Hartshorne, Oklahoma 74.54.7
CASE #012-10
Description of SBA Assistance
Contact made through ER #2 ' .
Firm was preparing AF proposal for radiosondes used to detect humidity, temperature
and pressure which are launched from high flying aircraft. They desired information
on sensing devices and transducer circuitry for these high precision radiosondes.
Specific'Benefit to Concern ' ...
The following information was forwarded Mr. Rice:
1. From NTIS ., '
• (a) 39 abstracts ->
•2. From National Oceanic & Atmospheric Adra., National Weather Service
(a) 69-page Spec. No. 4-58.003 '.'Radiosonde, Electronic, Audio-Modulated"
(b) 3 page article "Radiosonde Telemetering" by Joseph Siderman, Meteorological
Branch, Evans Signal Lab., Belmar, N.J., Nov. 1951
(c) 3 page article "Radiosonde Telemetering" by Joseph Siderman, Dec. 1951
(d) 8 page article "Facilities for Atmospheric Research" No. 6, Sept. 1968
National Center for Atmospheric Research.
Savings to Government, If Any (Be Specific)
NA
Other Benefits to Government
NA
FROM:
Robert L. Pou, Jr., Chief
Procurement & Management Assistance Div.
Region VI - Dallas
SIGNATURE OF SBA REPRESENTATIVE
S. C. Pierce
Technology Utilization Officer
-2-
Continued
Report of PMA Assistance to
Small Business Concerns
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Mr. J. H. Rice
Oklahoma Aerotronics, Inc.
CASE # 012-10
3. From NTIS via Air Mail Direct to Mr. Rice
(a) Document AD-709113
(b) " AD-712521
(c) " AD-715687
(d) • " AD-826353
(e) " AD-602443
(f) « AD-624S55
(g) » N-7023861
4. 3 page article, Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories, L. G. Hanscom Field,
Bedford, Mass. Listing Project Nos., Title, Scientist and Symbol.
5. Organization chart of Electronic Systems Division
6; Organization chart of Research Laboratories
7. Listings of Documents and Tech Briefs from TUSG.. Durant, and hand carried
from TUSC to Mr. Rice. ~ '~~
Copy of complimentary letter attached.
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OKLAHOMA AEROTRONICS Inc.
632 PENNSYLVANIA AVE.
HARTSHORNE. OKLAHOMA 74547
9 March 1972
Mr. Charles Pierce
Technology Utilization Officer
Small Business Administration
1100 Commerce Street
Dallas, Texas 75202
Dear Mr. Pierce:
Many thanks for the timely and effective assistance in supplying Oklahoma
Aerotronics with information regarding sensing devices andL transducer
circuitry for high precision radiosonde application.
Our requirement was for submission of a "state of the art1* technical proposal
for a very exotic radiosonde for the Air Force, under the saew "fly before you
buy" procurement policy. We have now submitted our proposal involving design,
development and building of 100 preproduction test units. Assuming that the
proposal is accepted and the test units found to be satisfactory, the
production requirement for'this unit over the ensuing five year period should
be in excess of $10,000,000.
Our proposal has been accepted through initial screening procedures, and is
now under detailed evaluation and discussion with Air Force technical personnel.
I am extremely optimistic at this point that it will be accepted.
It would have been impossible for Oklahoma Aerotronics (and, I suspect, any
other small business organization generally) to obtain the requisite background
information regarding theoretical studies and prior work necessary for such a
proposal: This, because of both time and cost considerations. This may provide
some indication of the reason for my enthusiasm for your program, and my
appreciation to you personally for your cooperation and assistance.
JHR:sr
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REPORT-OP f*MA ASSISTANCE TO
SMALL BUSINESS CONCERNS
Instructions:
Forward original to Associate Administrator,
Procurement and Management Assistance,
Washington. D. C. 20-116
Date:
March 13, 1972
Name and Addrc:;<> of Concern: (in--linl>- '/.D' n,il,-)
Mr. Carroll Cunningham, President
DYMA Engineering
Route 1, Box 51
Taos, New Mexico 87571
CASE #111-20 and 121-1 and 121-2
Description of SBA Assistance
Original contact was made through CBD#27
A. Case #111-20 firm required method which is being used for purifying the air system
on atomic submarine or spacecraft.
B. Case #121-1 firm requested information on Iridite or Alodine Aluminum,especially
corrosion properties after treatment and electrical properties on surface after
treatment.
C. Case #121-2 firm desired to know what electrode methods (other than precious
metals) perform without some anti-fouling properties.
Specific Benefit to Concern
A. Case #111-20 the following information was forwarded:
1. 14 page publication on "Some Chemical Processes in Advanced Spacecraft
Environmental Control and Life Support" by Richard J. Gillen, NASA, Houston.
0"
B. Case #121-1 forwarded the following from TUSC. Purant:
1. 6 abstracts on subject.
2. NASA SP-5014. "Aluminum-Conversion Coatings"
3. 12 page article "Techniques for Plating on Aluminum" '
4. 5 page article "Predicting Anodic Coating Thickness on Aluminum"
Savings to Government, If Any (Be Specific)
NA
Other Benefits to Government
NA
'-7
PKON:
Robert L. Pau, Jr.
Chief, Procurement & Management Assistanc
Dallas Region VI .
SIGNATURE'OF; SBA KEPRESE'NTATIVI
3 S. Charles Pierce, TUO - PMA
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Mr.. Carroll Cunningham, President
DYMA Engineering
CASES #111-20,121-1 & 121-2
Con't Case #121-1
5. 8-page article entitled "Painting Aluminum at 200 F.P.M'."tr"'by Gerald H. Poll
6. Copy of the transmittal letter, to TUO from A.M. Moore, TUSC, Durant.
Following forwarded Mr. Cunningham from "Reynolds Aluminum, Richmond, Virginia
1. Copy of transmittal letter to TUO from Sam B. Wyman, Finishing Engineer,
Eng. & Tech. Services, Reynolds Aluminum listing supplier for Alodine:
Ellis Stockbower, Amchem Products, Inc. Ambler, Pennsylvania; and
Iridite: George McDowell at Allied Research Products, Baltimore, Md.
Also, listing 3 pre-paint coating preparations.
From Oakite Products, Inc. - copy of letter to TUO discussing surface electrical
conductivity.
2. 4 pages on "Oakite Chromicoat Process for Aluminum, Applied by Tank or
Machine"
3. Spec MIL-C-5541B, pages 1, 5, 6, and 20 thru 23 "Chemical Films and
Chemical Film Materials for Aluminum and Aluminum Alloys"
C. Case #121-2 .
1. Forwarded 21 abstracts from TUSC. Durant.
2. Reference Publication List on "Electroplating" by NBS with 79 sources
of material.
3. Dr. Paul Miller, DMIC, advised TUO graphite best material which was
conveyed to Mr. Cunningham.
4. Dr. Krueger of NBS stated graphite ok for cathode but not amode. Stated
to use stainless or Monel in one normal NAOH solvent (alkaline) to prevent
seale or biological fouling, which was conveyed to Mr. Cunningham.
5. Pages 760-66 on Stainless Steels from "Materials Handbook" by Brady.
6. Pages 519-20 on Monel Metal.
Copy of complimentary letter attached.
ENGINEERING
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SOS 7 5 8 - 2 6 8 6
»out» 1 Bex 51
Too», Now M»x lco 87571
February 7, 1972
I-ir. Robert L. Fou, Jr.
Chief, iTTOCurement and Management Assistance Div.
Small Business administration, Region VI :
1100 .Commerce .Street
Dallas, Texas 75202
Dear IT. Pou:
Reference: Your February 1, 1972, letter.
I must say that I am more than pleased. with the service that i-j?. Charles
Pierce of your Technological Utilisation Center gave OTJT snail company.
Of the three questions we asked, he provided us with information that we
will definitely use in the future.- On the third, relative to electrode
materials, we apparently had some misunderstanding and that information was
not particularly applicable. However, it did provide us clues as to
future investigations on our own hook.
In short, thank you very much. You have done an excellent job and
I hope the program continues so that ue can count on this resource in the
future. .
Carroll '-.unnzuigham, President .
CC/ad
REPORT OP PHA A.SSISTAHCE TO
SMALL BU5IHCSS CONCERNS
Instructions:
Forward original to Associate Administrator,
Pfocurcrncnt and Management Assistance,
VVashinston. 0. C. 2C4I6
L);itc: March 13, 1972
Nome and Address x>f Concern; (inrlmli- /.IT n,i/r)
Mr. Lewis Brown, President
Decibel Products Company, Inc.
3184. Quebec
Dallas, Texas 75247
CASE # 111-17
Description of SB'A Assistance
Original contact was made through BR #1.
Company now manufactures all. types of radio and TV anteima'S. They now desire to
know future plans.for commercial uses of communication by satellite and are
especially interested in commercial antennas for and frequencies at which satellites
will operate.
Specific Benefit :o Concern
Following information was forwarded to Mr. Brown: .
1. 26 abstracts from. fiuSC, Durant, Oklahoma
2. 'Copy of transmittal letter to the TUO from Allan Galfornd, Sr. Information Officer '
Communications Satellite Corp. with the following prcEsotional materials:
(a) Brochure "Expanding Horizons in Communications - television VIA Satellite"
(b) " "Voice Communications VIA Satellite"
(c) " "Report to Shareholders"
(d) " "Pocket Giiide to The Global Satellite %stem"
(e) " "Intelsat Agreements Signed" 8-20-71 ITS Sept. of State.
Savinss to Government. If Any (Be Specific)
NA
Other Benefits to GovernineJts
NA
FROM:
Robert L. Pou, Jr.
hief, Procurement & Management Assistance
Region VI, Dallas
SIGNATURE OBSBA REPRESENTATIVE
---
/
 •—- "~~ <<_--'— i.<.\>
S. Charles Pierce, TUO, PMA
-2-
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r. Louis Brovm
Etecibel Products Company, Inc.
CflSE # 111-17
(f). 113 page Annual Report for 1970 "Report to The President and The Congress"
(g) 22 page booklet "Communications Satellite Corporation"
(h) 25 page booklet "Summary of COMSAT1s Proposals"
(i) 3 pictorial leaflets on the Global series commercial communication satellites.
Copy of complimentary letter attached.
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SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
REGION Vi
1100 COM.V,i;f<Ci; ST5IEF.T
DALLAS, T f c X A S 7.';502
214-749-2218
February 1, 1972
Mr. Louis Brown, President
Decibel Products Company, Inc.
3184 Quebec
Dallas, Texas 75247
Dear Mr. Brown:
Recently Mr. Charles Pierce, Technology Utilization Officer for the
Small Business Administration, supplied your firm with information
concerning "plans for commercial use of communication by satellites."
In order for us to evaluate the effectiveness of our Technology
Program, we would encourage any comment you may have regarding this
service. We are especially interested to know if you have found the
information useful or plsn to use it in the future. An evaluation
..of. our effort will assist us to further improve the quality of the
Program. A self-addressed envelope is enclosed for your reply.
Sincerely,
bert L. Pou, Jr.
Chief, Procurement and Management
Assistance Division
Enclosure
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U. S. GOVERNMENT
SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
REGION VI
1100 COMMERCE STREET
DALLAS, T E X A S 75202
2U-749-2218
February 8, 1972
Mr. Augie Moore
Technology Use Studies Center
Southeastern State College
Durant, Oklahoma • 74701
Dear Augie:
Enclosed are copies of three complimentary letters resulting from
infonnation furnished to Technology Utilization clients by this
office. A TUSC search was a part of the information furnished in
each case.
Thanks again for .your part in making the Technology Utilization
Program a success in our area.
Sincerely,
S. Charles Pierce
Technology Utilization Officer
Enclosures
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Corporation
412O DIRECTORS ROW HOUSTON. TEXAS 77O1B • 17131 6BS-9«»ai
February 4, 1972
Mr. Robert L. Pou, Jr.
Chief, Procurement and Management
Assistance D i v i s i o n
S m a l l Business A d m i n i s t r a t i o n
MOO Commerce Street
Dallas, Texas 75202
Dear Mr. Pou:
In response to your letter dated January 19 I would l i k e to com-
p l i m e n t the effectiveness of your program. The information we
received from Mr. Pierce was of great v a l u e and use to us.
We were most impressed wi t h the speed with which Mr. Pierce
produced results and w i t h the q u a l i t y of the information. I
might add that he was a b l e to obtain prompt replies from sources
in industry w h i l e our experience had been quite the opposite.
We certainly appreciate your cooperation and w i l l contact your
office when the next opportunity arises to u t i l i z e the technology
program.
Yours vary truIy,
USON/CQftPORATlON S
.eroy C. Delatorre/
Vice President
LCD/mim
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INC.
5420 BANDF.RA ROAD • 'AREA CODE 512" 684-0210 ' ' ,•> ..( •'->.
POST OFFICE BOX 28299 • ZIP CODE 78228 / - \
S A N A N T O N I O , T E X A S
February 4, 1972
Mr. S. Charles Pierce
Technology Utilization Officer
Small Business Administration (Region VI)
1100 Commerce Street
Dallas, Texas 75202
Dear Mr. Pierce:
Pardon the delay in getting word to you as to the effective-
ness of your Technology Utilization Program in supplying us
information on "vapor deposition of metals." tfs were very
much impressed, by .the .wealth.. °.f infqrjaat.ipn, and thp roughness .......
 u
of your information program.
i •
At this point, we have' not had an opportunity to fully utilize
this information because our requirements for vacuum deposition
have changed since you last visited with us. However, this in
no way detracts from the usefulness of the information supplied
as I am certain we will have a definite raquirement in the
immediate future , especially whenever the supersonic transport
program is reactivated.
Again, I would like to thank you for your most effective service
and efforts. I hope your Technology Utilization Program can
be of assistance to us in other technical subjects in the near
future.
Sincerely,
H. G. Buschfort
A:HGB.:aj
cc - Robert L. Pou, Jr.
Chief, Procurement & Management
Assistance Division
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INSTRUMENTS ASTRONOMICAL & ELECTRO-MECHANICAL
ASTRO MECHANICS. INC.
85OO RESEARCH BLVD.
P. O. BOX 3498
AUSTIN. TEXAS 78757
GL 2-8815
February 2, 1972
Mr. Robert L. Pou, Jr.
Chief, Procurement and Management Assistance Division
Small Business Administration
1100 Commerce Street
Dallas, Texas 75202
Dear Mr. Pou:
We wish to acknowledge receipt of the information sent to us
by Mr. Charles Pierce on "Scatterplate Interferometers" and
associated technical literature. This material was concise
and very informative and will be of assistance in the manu-
facture of this special instrument which we need for optical
testing.
;
 We are '-pi-eased tb: kriow"*6f v
and plan to use the services offered through this program in
the manufacture of other specialized analytical instruments.
Sincerely yours,
ASTRO MECHANICS, INC.
W. L. Richards
WLR:be
404
clos
Af«
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U. S. GOVERNMENT
SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
REGION VI
1100 COMMERCE STREET
DALLAS, TEXAS 75202
214-749-2218
February 1, 1972
Mr. Augie Moore
Technology Use Studies Center
Southeastern State College
Durant, Oklahoma 74701
Dear Augie:
Baclosed are copies of five complimentary letters resulting from
information furnished to Technology Utilization clients by this
office. A TUSC search was a part of the information furnished
in each case.
Thanks again for your part in making the Technology Utilization
Program a success in our area.
Sincerely,
r,. .
S. Charles Pierce
Technology Utilization Officer
Enclosures
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January 26, 1972
Small Business Administration
Region VI
1100 Commerce Street
Dallas, Texas 75202
Attn: Mr. Robert L. Pou, Jr.
Dear Mr. Pou,
The information we have received from Mr. Charles Pierce
regarding the slicing and mounting of quartz disks has
been both timely and useful. For one thing, it prevented
us from buying a $2,000.00 special cutting machine that
probably would not have done all we needed in this area.
I have not had time to follow all of the leads he has
sent us, but do plan to get most of the publications
recommended. The information that Mr. Pierce has sent me
has saved me several weeks of research and has turned up
information about cutting quartz and crystals from a
Russian publication that has been ve_ry_ helpful. I doubt
that I could have found this on my own.
As we get deeper into the development of our new product,
we will be calling on Mr. Pierce for more information
on specific problem areas.
Thank you very much for this service.
Sincerely,
KM: drc
Ken Moss
Chief Engineer
MENSOR CORPORATION 9OH5 RULAIMO P. O. BOX 5564S HOUSTON. TEXAS 77O5S 17131- B33B
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T E C H N O L O G Y I N C O R P O R A T E D
LIFE SCIENCES DIVISION
BS3JNORTH NEW BRAUN FELS AVENUE PHONE: 5 ) 2 / B24-7373
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 7S2f7 TWX: 9 1 O/S7 1-1 1 S D
31 January 1972
Mr. Robert L. Pou, Jr.
Chief, Procurement and
Management Assistance Division
Small Business Administration
Region VI
1100 Commerce Street
Dallas, Texas 75202
Dear Mr. Pou: .
In response. to your letter of 17 January 1972, I should like to take this
opportunity to state that Mr. Charles Pierce, Technology Utilization
Officer for the Small Business Administration, has been most helpful
in furnishing our firm with information concerning the Handling of human
waste from vessels and watercraft. Mr. Pierce has been kind enough to
send us both references and bibliographies pertaining to the subject. He
has also put us in contact with individuals in numerous governmental agencies
that are interested in pursuing this problem. We have found this particular
service of the Technology Utilization Program to be most helpful in our
current endeavors.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Mr. Pierce for his efforts on
our behalf and to inform you that we intend to utilize this program to our
fullest extent. Services such as the Technology Program are of great value
to small research and development organizations such as the Life Sciences
Division of Technology Incorporated.
Please give my regards to Mr. Pierce. When either you are Mr. Pierce.
are in the San Antonio area, please come by and visit our facilities.
Sincerely yours,
'James V. Benedict, Ph.D.
Manager, San Antonio Branch
Life Sciences Division
la
I N S T R U M E N T
C O R P O R A T I O N
.-.•.-::_£• M: ;Tl~?.":^ *n~s-.*i
January 2U, 1972
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H O U S T O N, T E X A S 77O36
U. S. Government
Small Business Administration
Region VI
1-100 Commerce -Street
Dallas, Texas 75202
Attention:
Gentlemen:
Mr. Robert L. Pou, Jr.
Chief, Procurement and
Management Assistance Division
O
In response to your letter of this date, I vould like to say that we were
impressed with the expeditious manner in which Mr. Pierce handled our
inquiries. ---
We have studied the material supplied and find it most interesting. It is
difficult to assess its direct value at this time. We are studying a very
difficult problem and the material such as yours can add new dimensions and
lend ideas without being directly usable.
We appreciate the service and "believe that it serves a useful purpose to those
who will avail themselves to it.
Yours very truly,
INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
EllioEMoser
Assistant Chief Engineer
EM: hd
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3 COLUMBIA SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIES
January 19, 1972
Mr. Robert L. Pou, Jr.
Chief, Procurement and
Management Assistance Division
Small Business Administration
Region VI
1100 Commerce Street
Dallas, Texas 75202
Technology Program
Dear Mr. Pou:
I have found the results of my inquiries, and the methods of obtaining
them, very satisfactory so far, and I intend to use the service
regularly. We only ask questions involving problems that can be
well defined, and I believe the speed and accuracy of our answers
have been enhanced by this.
Yours sincerely,
John R. Rfrcftfes , Manager
Applied Research Division
/hr
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Integra! Systems, Inc.
Controls and Systems
January 6, 1972
Mr. S. Charles Pierce
Technology Utilization Program
Snail Business Administration
1-100 Commerce Street
Dallas, Texas 75202 ,/
Dear- Mr. Pierce:
In response to your request, the following are oar comments
concerning the information supplied concerning "design techniques
or requirements for solid state power devices used in hazardous
environments":
1) The sources supplied were varied and helpful, especially the
conversations with reputable individuals in the power field.
2) The literature supplied was not helpful since it did not
deal directly with the subject.
3) Overall evaluation of the investigation was good.
I trust this information will be helpful.
Sincerely,
Will L. HcNair
wlia/sm
10923 Indian Tcail
Dallas, Texas 75229
(214) 241-1992
